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NyquiTotem ABSORPTION

MATERIALS

PRODUCT PROPERTIES

NyquiTotem is made f rom compressed mineral wool of 
higher density and a granulated open-cell acoustic foam. 
From the outside, the panel is upholstered with an acoustic 
felt. The base is made of lacquered, MDF with f ire grade 
B, s2-d0.

REVERBERATION TIME

For 12 m2 spaces and the use of (2m) totems.
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CLEANING

COLOURS

ABSORPTION CLASS

ACTION

ASSEMBLY

ECOLOGICAL PRODUCT

f ree-standing panel

yes

ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT ≥ 1

broadband

FINISH acoustic felt

NyquiTotem ABSORPTION

Many off ices today are designed as Open Spaces. Properly 
designed Open Spaces provide a f riendly and dynamic 
workplace. However, the lack of proper acoustic panels 
causes a lot of reverberation and noise propagation. To 
prevent this, we have developed NyquiTotem - a mobile 
acoustic panel with high eff iciency and a wide range of 
applications. The cylindrical totem with a diameter of 
40 cm consists of two types of absorbent material with 
different densities. The outer layer is an acoustic f ilc that 
is available in more than 100 colors. The 40 cm diameter 
cylinder-shaped totem is made of two types of absorbent 
material of varying density. The outer layer is an acoustic 
felt available in more than 100 colors. The whole is set on 
a stable, lacquered base.

The cylindrical shape and dense material with the highest 
sound absorption coeff icient (alpha in ≥ 1) enables 
ignif icantly reduced reverberation and improved speech 
intelligibility. The ultra-lightweight design allows you to 
f reely move the totems anywhere. If needed, they can be 
placed in a conference room, meeting room or larger open 
space. Because of its wide range of uses, the NyquiTotem  
can also function as a bass trap in movie theatres, clubs or 
recording studios.

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS
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NyquiTotem ABSORPTION

Large (L) 400 x 2000

400 x 1500

400 x 1000

Medium (M)

Small (S)
* A x B dimensions given in mm 

TABLE OF PRODUCTS

How can you place an order?

SELECT: Size, Colour, Basic NCS colour,quantity e.g: M, Blue 

felt 109, basic colour 7037, 4 items

Finish:

FELT COLOUR: according to sampler

BASE COLOUR: RAL
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NyquiTotem ABSORPTION

TECHNICAL DRAWINGS

Acoustic felt cover

Base, MDF Stop Fire

Acoustic felt
Higher density compressed 
mineral wool

Acoustic foam granulate
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